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Our automotive catalogue is in your hands. HellermannTyton is one of the world’s leading sup-

pliers of cable management solutions. Our products are used for fastening, fixing, identification

and protecting cables and their connecting components.

In this catalogue you will find our core product range for the automotive industry. It encom passes

numerous standardised products and solutions, specially customised and optimised for the needs

of the automotive industry. It includes cable ties, heat shrinkable tubing, braided sleeving and

identification systems, together with the relevant application tooling. In addition to the “classic”

cable tie, HellermannTyton also develops and produces many fastening systems, specifically cre-

ated for the sophisticated demands of the automotive industry. This is why this catalogue not

only presents our currently available products, but also explains how we can develop innovative

products and how we can work for you.
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This is a cable tie. One of a total of 60 000 HellermannTyton prod-

ucts for fastening, fixing, identification and protecting cables and

wiring in the automotive industry. Cable ties exist in practically

innumerable variations. Their lengths range between 83 and 1060

millimetres, available in a variety of colours. Some can be released

and are re-useable. Some have serrations on the outside, others on

the inside. There are some that don’t have any serrations at all or can

be tied in a double loop. It is easy to take the cable tie for granted but

at HellermannTyton we are dedicated to ensuring that our cable ties

are fully tried, tested and optimised. All HellermannTyton products,

which you see in this catalogue, started at this point – even the most

complex fastening solutions. 

This page shows an example of a cable tie with the type description:

T50ROS

*

The-cable-tie- 
that-started-it-all.

O u r  a u t o m o t i v e  k n o w - h o w
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O u r  a u t o m o t i v e  k n o w - h o w
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Final car door assembly: this one-piece push mount tie is the result of three

decades of experience. Its arrowhead design ensures that the cable tie can be

easily fitted without additional tools. In combination with a black foam rub-

ber seal the plastic disc protects against the ingress of water. No wonder that

these fixing ties can be found inside about every third car door produced in

the world. In contrast to most of our other cable ties, they are green, so that

workers can immediately spot a rare case where the black seal is missing.

However, this almost never happens, as both parts are securely laser-welded

to each other.

The green cable tie shown on this page has the type description:

T50SOSSFT6.5 16-2MD

The-cable-fastener-specifi-
cally-developed-for-the-
automotive-industry.

*
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O u r  a u t o m o t i v e  k n o w - h o w

5

One-piece-fixing-ties-for-manual-
mounting-in-drilled-holes-or-on-
weld-studs-or-on-edges.

HellermannTyton standard fixing ties cover 90% of main circuit applications in a car. These

products have been proving their success for many years. Not least due to the fact that they

are continually optimised. Each cable tie is a specialist in its own field: For attaching two cable

ties to one weld stud. For applications, which require a particularly high tensile strength, for

example in the production of heavy-duty vehicles. For quick and easy mounting on edges with-

out drilled holes or studs. The elements with the “soft push” mechanism can be easily 

mounted by hand and without the aid of any tools. 

As examples for many standard one-piece fixing ties this page shows cable ties with the type

descriptions: T50SOSWSP5E, T50SOSFT6E1, T50SOSEC12E and T50SOSSBH5E 

*
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O u r  a u t o m o t i v e  k n o w - h o w
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The-double-clip-that-holds-
three-tubes-for-the-brake-
and-antilock-brake-sensor-
and-CDC-on-just-two-point-
fastening-points-on-the-
rear-axle.

An innovative solution, which combines two clips in one. The rear suspension

construction requires a fastening element for which there are only two fasten-

ing points available and with which the lines for the brake, antilock brake

sensor and CDC can be accurately routed. The result of our development is

our double clip. Its arrowhead enables fast and easy mounting. The brake

tube is easily assembled with a simple push. This kind of development is always

accompanied by a team including a developer, a new parts project manager

and key account manager – from the idea to serial production.

*
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The unit for operating the numerous options of comfortable seat

adjustment needs to be accommodated in a very small space. This

bracket replaces the conventional metal construction for the operat-

ing unit under the seat. The innovative combination of design and

material made the development of this product possible. Its outstand-

ing quality lies in the fact that the connector clip is also integrated in

this bracket and therefore additional clips become superfluous. No

question that this saves weight as well as costs.

77

O u r  a u t o m o t i v e  k n o w - h o w

7

The-system-for-fastening-the-seat-adjustment-
con trolling-devices-and-lumbar-support-as-well-
as-seat-heating-with-an-integrated-clip-bracket-
and-cable-guide. 

*
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*
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O u r  a u t o m o t i v e  k n o w - h o w

***

We develop tailor-made products in direct collaboration with our 

customers – working with an international network of experienced 

specialists. The newest CAD- and Rapid-Prototyping-Systems and our

expert knowledge flow together in our in-house mould and product

development. Experienced engineers and the latest development tools

guarantee you the superior quality of our products. Only this way we

can provide innovative solutions to meet the most specific needs. 

We look forward to developing a product for you! 

Granules-for-the-fastening-
system-of-tomorrow.
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O u r  d e v e l o p m e n t  c o m p e t e n c e

What is it that makes a fastening solution perfect? It’s the added value

that takes you and your company a step further. It can be the optimi-

sation of a tiny detail that makes a profitable difference.

It can also be an idea for the development of a brand new product.

We generally work according to three methods to get the most out

of our product solutions for our customers.

Individual customer product
developments.

HellermannTyton develops sophisticated 

engineering for complex and individual

fastening solutions for a particular vehicle,

series or platform in the automotive industry.

Innovative fastening solutions to meet your

specific requirement profile.

Development of market-leading 
all-purpose products.

When integrated with care and consi -

deration, plastic products are perfect substi-

tutes for many complex fastening systems –

especially multipart constructions manufac-

tured from various materials. In this they offer

prerequisites for concepts that effectively

reduce costs and increase productivity in all

stages of the manu facturing process. From

the production process, to the functionality of

the actual application through to recycling,

which in most cases only involves a product

made from only one engineering polymer,

such as polyamide. 

This is why we constantly invest in research

and development. We are always aiming to

set new global standards. Our success has

proven us right: today we have over 60.000

products in our portfolio, which serve as inter-

national benchmarks.

Optimisation of existing
products.

We understand the optimisation of our prod-

ucts as a completely independent re-engineer-

ing commitment. This means we constantly

scrutinize the properties and possible applica-

tions of our complete product portfolios. In

close dialogue with our customers, as only

extensive market and competitive analysis

keeps us up-to-date with our customers’

requirements and demands. Direct collabora-

tion with automotive manufacturers and sup-

pliers allows us to constantly adapt and refine

existing products according to contemporary

manufacturing trends.

This consistent and continual development of

our products allows HellermannTyton to be

your reliable partner, today and in future.

The-three-points-to-start-the-thinking-process.
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